Skill Reminder:

- The verbs *come* and *run* tell about now.
- Add -s to *come* to *run* and tell what he, she, it, or a noun that names one person or thing does.
- The verbs *came* and *ran* tell about the past.

Directions: Circle the verb in each sentence. Then write whether it tells about the past or now on the line.

1. ___________ A train runs faster than a car.
2. ___________ The car came in third.
3. ___________ Many people see the race.
4. ___________ The bike ran slowest of all.
5. ___________ We give the airplane a medal.

Directions: Circle the correct verb for each sentence. Then write it on the line.

6. The train ___________ on tracks. (run runs)
7. The conductor ___________ along. (come comes)
8. Aaron ___________ her his ticket. (give gives)
9. The food cart ___________ by. (come came)
10. Erik ___________ to get a drink. (run ran)